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ABSTRACT 

Shela Putri Ayu Efendy 2012. Relationship attachment model on children who 

have mother workers with the social mturity in SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang. 

Thesis. Faculty of Psychology, State Islamic University Maliki Malang. Advisors: 

Elok Halimatus Sa’diyah, M.Si. 
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 Attachment model is a emotional relationship or relationship which have 

afectif characteristic between one individuals with others that have a specific 

meaning, in this case, usually the relation is pointed out for the mother or 

nursemaid. Attachment model have three categories, that are secure attachment 

model, anxious attachment model, and anvoidant attachment model. Attachment 

model will differ between one person with other in their behaviour to reach the 

social maturity, which is the own social maturity will show by the individual 

approriate with the level of social development. 

 This research is conducted inSDN Tlogomas 02 Malang on third grade’s 

student. It’s have three goals (1) to know the describtion of children’s attachment 

model that have mother work in SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang , (2) to know the 

social maturity of the third grade’s student in SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang which 

has mother’s worker, (3) to know the relationship children attachment model 

which has mother’s worker with the social maturity in SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang. 

 This research using quantitative method. The amount of subject are 32 

student that choose based on the characteristic. In in collecting the data , the 

research using questionnare method of scale and psychology test. The data 
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analyze of this research using correlational product moment Karl Pearson 

technique, assist SPSS. 16.0 for windows. 

 The result of this research, know that attachment model of thrid grade’s 

student SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang average at secure attachment model and 

anvoidant attachment model percentage in 37.5%, in other side the social maturity 

of third grade’s student SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang majority at the upper level 

categories with percentage 34.375%. Also know that secure attachment model (p 

= 0.002), anxious attachment model (p = 0.019), and anvoidant attachment model 

(p = 0.002) have relation with the social maturity of the third grade’s student in 

SDN Tlogomas 02 Malang. 

  


